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TUeSDAY, MAR:CH 13, 1962

N.S~M. Participates
In Sit-inDem
onstrations
At GlenBurnie~
Md.~R.I. C. GroupAttends
1

Last weekend a group of Rhode tion were taught how to observe proprietors
of the restaurants
to
Island .college students under the unolbtrusively:
serve both white and negro cusdirection of the Northern Rh~d~
The pro·ceduire for sit-ins whiclh tomers.
Island . Studen~ Move1;11~ntpartic1- the s,tudents followed is simple and
The groups of demonstrators are
pated m non-v10lent sit-ms m Glen e:Jlfec1Jivewhen well-organized. First
'Burnie, 'Maryland. These "sit-ins" an exiperienced group leader en- sworn to non-violence. Regiardl-.:ss
o'f ,what anyone may say or do, the
are an initial portio~ of the _NRffi'.Mters the restaurant and surveys t'he
pr?g~am_ to help fight ra!!ial dis- siltuat!ion. The group then follows, 'demonstrators are sworn to conduct themselves in a non-viol"ent
cnmmation.
and requests service. l'f vhey are fasMon.
Delegations
of interested
stu- refused, they simply sit and wait,
The Rhode Island CoNege group
dents from RIIC, Brown, Pembroke, whi:J.eother students picket out'si'de
Barrington College, and URJI left t!he estalblishmen't. Usually at this wlhich !includes Judit'h Oliver, Mary
':M!cAl!oon
and
,
Mike Iacona, is the
,by ca'I'S, Friday, !March 9, for Yale point the poHce are ca11ed.
f1irst delegation oif Ril'C students to
University before moving by bus
'.In 'Maryland, the town ordi- par.ticiipate in these 'sitJins.'
to Glen Burnie. After being inet nances must be read to the alleged
by the Civic Interest Group, which law breaker before he can be arThe 'sit-ins' are over for this
is also composed of college stu- rested, and so before the officer week,
but t~e format for the
dents, the Rhode Island contingent has finished reading the ordi- NRlI:S~
prorruses more t<_>come.
was given instructions on how to nances, the student group leaves A Fr~edom
":'alk ~rom Bia'ltimore to
conduct a non-violent sit-in. Those the
establishmen
t
and
begins,
Waishmg,ton
Student Demonstrators Picket Restaurant in Glen Burnie
who preferred to feel out the situa- picketiing outside, with those al- the weekend is bemg condu'cted on
o'f March 17. Stuready picketing
dents oo' a!Q R!ho(le Island Col.
leges who are sincerely interested
The effectiveness of this non- in promoting the cause for. integraviolent method has already be- tion are encouraged to assume an
come evident.
Previous
NSiM active part in the program. Those
'sit-ins' along Route 40 have re- who are thrill seekers, are asked
sulted
In le'S'Sthan a month's time the hamper the Count, and his talent
in
agreements
among
the to refrain.
The Sodial Commilttee, who
campus has gone from t'he Seville carried through wilth higlh quality. planned
the event, consisted of coof CaTlos Montoya ,to t!he Basin
Bastie brought wi'th him his in- clhairmen !Carol Binda, Robert
Street orf 'Count Bastie and his orR!dberti,
Bocchini;
chesltra. This ama2Jing cycle was comparable orchestra which rose Decorations,and Sandra
'Frankie
Conn~Hy;
comp'leted lby the freshman class, from Kansas Oity obscurity to In- Tickelts,
Helen
w'ho sponsored t!he appearance of ternational prominence. The Count Pat Cadillo; Maziarz; Invitations,
Art; 1 p.m. today,
Dr. Philip cerned with South American law
Receptions,
Shelly
"The Oount" on Saturday, March and his orchestra has played to Guilbert;
Refreshments,
Helen Schmidt-Schlegel, German Oonsul and his noted works include, Study
10. Basie's appearance marked the audiences at Carnegie 'Hall, Newin
Boston, 'Massachusetts,
will of Brizilian and Chilean NationaliOliver; Posters, Chickee W~1dman;
first time a big name band has port, and the President's 'Inaugural
Clean-up, John D'Alosio; and, Pro- speak to the College audience. Dr. ty Laws, Study on the Economic
performed
at
a class
social Ball. Featured in the band was an grams, CaTol Pasqualetbi.
S ch mi d t•Schlegel will discuss, Development of Bolivia
and The
amazing rhy,jjhm section which infunction.
"Flrom the European Community Coordinati.ff
i..~•--••-~~"--~--.a!
cluded Sonny Payne on drums,
to
the
Atlantic
Community.
"
A
Only a week's pulblicity pre- Freddie Green, guitar, Eddrie Jones,
nomic Aid
Bolivia.
ceded the Count's appearance, and Bass, and the Count at the piano. "Skin Of Our Teeth" man of intensive academic tnining, Dr. Schmidt-Schlegel is being
He also contTibuted to the Reas a result t!he attedance at the Vocalists, Irene 'Rerid and
Ocie
sponsored by t'he Assembly com- view "Euro:Ja-Archiv" on European
dance was not as greaJt as lit could Smith were two more lrigh1ights Spring Presentation
mittee and the International Rela- political and economic affairs.
have been. However, al1 those who of the evening.
tions
Parts
Club.
have been cast and reattended found the entertainment
As this is United Nations month
As a student of law, economics Dr. 1Schmidt-Sch
Aside from the music, another hearsals have begun for the dramore than wort!hwMle.
legel is conducting
unusual feature of the dance was matic league's spring production. and laguages he attended a num- a series of lectures on
this subThis year, fue league will present ber of universities
The theme for the evening was the punclh bow1. The bowl
throughout ject. This lecture has been
was
made
a witty drama written 'by Thornton Europe and later received his doc''!Music through tlle Ages," and it beautiful, fashioned oult
oif sculp·possible
through the efforts of the
Wilder
was emphasized by tlle atmos- tured ice, w'jtJh yellow
He R. I. World Affairs 'Council.
roses im- Teeth," entitled, "The rSkin of Our torate ·of law at Heidelberg.
The
phere and the decorations.
and according to tradi- served as Counsel for 'the Defense
'11he bedded around the outside.
tion, an invitation has been ex- at 'French 1Militar.y '11ribunals in lecture wiN be held in Roberts
music for the evenring was primariHall
Auditorium
and
will be folly for lisltening rather than for
"One pf the most unique punch tended to fue entire student body Tuebingen during 1946-51 and updancing. The lrimirted Space and bowls I've ever seen," was one asking them to participate in the on entering the ,Foreign Service lowed by a discussion period in
the
Little
Theatre
chaired
by Prohe attended courses at the Diplolack of good accoustics proved to junior's reaction, to this frozen presentation.
fessor Santoro. This discussion is
be a hindrance, but this did not work oif art.
The acti'on of the p1ay centers matic School in Speyer.
compulsory :for a11 International
around fue Antra:bus family and
In 1952 Dr. Schmidt•Schlegel Relations classes and most History
the comical situations which arise was appointed
Counsel:or and classes and. will be held from 2 to
as they survive "fire, flood, pesti- Charge d' Affaires a.i., at the Ger- 3 p.m. Dr. Schmidt-Schlegel will
lence .. . . fue double feature." man Embassy, La Paz, Bolivia. answer questions pertaining to
his
'Mr. Antra'bus, his wife, children, 'Many of his publications are con- talk or Germany.
and maid are depicted as victims
of all the ills to ~ch
man falls
heir.
By t!he omission of the
"fourth wall," Mr. Wilder allows
us to discretely view the fami1y's
suTvival of a thousand calamities
by ithe "Skin of their Teeth."
The cast is the largest one assembled at Rhode Island College
for any previous production, and
includes twenty actors and actresses. !Some of the cast members will be required it:o p1ay dual
roles .
.Miss Kay Ettla, director of the
play called it "a brilliantly-written
comedy.''
I

Count
Basie
Highlights
FreshmBa
enll

GermanConsul

tp

1

COUNT BASIE

As explained by Miss Ettla, the
play takes place in America, and
although it shifts backwaTd and
forward in time, it represents no
particular
period.
Since it was
written during World War II, it
does contain some mpiical allusions, but these are applicable to
any era.
,
In essence, <the play is an allegorical one with :Mr. and Mrs.
Antrabus portraying
Adam and
Continued on Page 10
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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The captain goes down with his ship; all faculty members must go down with the building

Will The Chain Break?

-

"A chain is only as strong as its weakest link"
is an expression which aptly applies 1Jo the involved process of registering some 1300 students
at t!he semester re-scheduling period. The process or chain of registration involves three major factors or links; the student body, the faculty
advisors, and the class scheduling program.
The registration period in January proved to
be a disconcerting and at times unusuallly tedious
to all persons concerned. Many students were
uncertain as to which classes they would be in;
the faculty, for at least a week, had to change
and re-change their class rolls as studen'ts, who
had finally worked out their schedules, were
admitted to classes; and finally, Dr. Howell, who
is in charge of scheduling dlasses, had to struggle
with both students and faculty to keep the files
and records of each class and student accurate.
The ques'tion is then, what factor is responsible for such a predicament, and what can be
done about it?
The first consideration is the student body.
What isAf:ir r~onsibility
to the registration
p,vi;r<-\u~""
:scuuerits, obviously, must make
elective a1f(:f course tjioices in advance of the
scheduling of classes. However, in January, approximately 20% of the senior class, and also a
number of students in• other classes, failed or
refused to make their e;ourse choices in advance,
or made them too late from the time that they
had been requested to do so. These students
canndt deny their unwillingness to co-operate
with the scheduling program, and certainly much
of the blame for what happened rests clearly on

their shoulders.
The fact that students did not comply with
what was required of them can perhaps be justified from a student's poin't of view, but definitely not from the registration program's point
of view. The number of changes and re-adjustments of class schedules served only to give
added strain oothe already over-burdened scheduling process. Eitller the program itself is inadequate in providing the necessary framework
under which this situation could have been
avoided, or the faculty advisors, who act as the
intermediary between the students and the
scheduling program will not or cannot force the
students to comply with the ba&'ic requirements
for registration.
Both arguments are partially correct. At the
time of registration tllere was no penalty for the
students if they did not make their choices
fihrough their advisors. Also, the faculty advisor,
who did not see to it that each of his advisees
had made the necessary course selection, obviously did not fulfill lris o'bligations either to the
students
or to the scheduling
program.
All factors in the chain are weak, but the
fact remains, that for the time at least, the
chain is tied around everyone, and the more
strain fillat is put on it, the greater the chances
are of it breaking down completely.
The Anchor realizes that provisions are being
made now to avoid a re-currence of what happened in January, but we urge that the students
voluntarily live up to their responsibilities, before they have to be forced to do so.

LettersTo The Editor
EditorialQuestioned
Dear Editor:
When writing an editorial, the
editors should first be sure of the
facts in the situation, then reach
a justifiable conclusion.
This, I feel, was not done on th e
part of "J. F" in the editorial
"Atmosphere Found Lacking" in
the last issue of the Anchor.
Some of the statements made
were not exactly true: Freshmen I
have met certainly do consider
grades important; attendance at
lectures has risen during the past
few years; most dances on campus
are not attended with great enthusiasm; the lecture of the well-known
anthropologist was attended by a
great many students, even though
many professors did not mention
the lecture; and I doubt that we
have become known as "a student
body that considers college as an
8-hour break betwen parties and
dances . . ."
There were two other statements
made which would not have been
made had the situation been investigated thouoghly: (1) The library
is very crowded. At times there is
not even one available seat! (2)
Lounges and any other place, such
as the caf study lounges, and
empty clas~rooms, do not "buzz
with
irrelevant
conversation,"
rather if one was to listen to the

conversation of perhaps at least
five out of ten groups, one would
find these groups discussing math
problems, analyzing poetry, groupstudying for a history exam, or debating whether or not Nugent has
one right or another.
Granted, all activity is not
scholastically valuable. Mowever,
no one can say that "all work and
no play makes every Tom, Dick,
and Helen bright students!"
When attempting to consider the
atmosphere of the campus, one
should not look at the record of the
Freshman class alone. One must
examine the rest of the student
body and their capabilities.
As for poor participation in
clubs-one must examine why there
is poor attendance. While attending a few meetings of one of the
clubs mentioned, I found the reasons why the club cannot become
very active. These faults are
present in a great deal more clubs:
(1) Students who are not truly interested in the goals of the club
are members; the number of members should not be the determining factor of an active club-perhaps there are not many students
who are genuinely interested in
"The Role of a Teacher in Scituate,
Rhode Island:" (2) Officers of
many clubs, and this one in particular, are not acting in their
"elected (?)" capacities, but rather

I

are acting as self-appointed, holierthan-thou gods! No student wants
to join a club or society in which
their attendance is checked, they
are allowed perhaps one or two
absences and they have practically
no voice in the running of the
club.
If these "people" who are so
concerned with the atmosphere
would get clubs on campus of
genuine interest, keep the member
in communication with the club,
and eliminate the childish rules of
attendance no doubt there are
many students who would attend
and enjoy meetings.
The administration is working
much harder than in the past to
provide students with opportunities for attending many types of
lectures. The fact that many students on campus work would possibly influence the numbers in attendance at these lectures.
As a senior with three and one
half years on this campus, I would
say that our campus has a long
way to go toward leaving a highly
intellectual atmosphere-but
R.I.C.
has certainly come a long, long
way.
Give credit where credit is due
and blame where blame is due and leave the freshmen alone!
Eleanor La Ninfa
(Continued on Page 9)

From The Senate
by CarolAnn Glew

Meeting Of February 28
The meeting of February 28 was
called to order by President Dick
Danielson at 6:00 p.m.
Under Committee reports, Bernie
Singleton representing the Finance
committee, moved that the 1954
law of giving no more than $50 per
person for a trip to New York be
amended to include an extra check
of $300 to cover any emergencies
that may arise. The amendment
was passed.
Tom Flood reported that the
committee investigating the opening of the schol gym facilities on
weekends needed more time. The
main problem confronting
this
committee is supervision. Dean
Meirzwa explained the responsibility an assigned supervisor would
have to meet.
Under old business Ron DiOrio
asked that Senate consider whether
or not all existing standing com-

mittees should report to the senate
regularly. Bernie Singleton then
moved that all standing committees
report weekly to student senate
and that these reports be included
in the minutes. The motion was
passed.
There was a general discussion
on the problem of stolen school ash
trays. President Dick Danielson
said a committee would be appointed to evaluate the situation.
Under New Business Tom Flood
brought to senate's attention one
of the topics discussed at the
former MAA meeting. The MAA
feels that the RIC campus police
should patrol soccer games and
this would eliminate the need for
a Providence policeman.
Senate
appointed a committee to review
the exact duties of the campus
police to see if this is possible.

Meeting Of March 7
The meeting of March 7, was
called to order at 6:00 p.m. by
President Dick Danielson. After
the Lord's prayer and roll call the
president read a letter of resignation from delegate Ed Casey.
The secretary's report of February 28, was read and Bernie
Singleton reported on the state of
the treasury.
NeJct on the agenda was the
weekly report of all the standing
committees. Reporting for Student
Court, Eddie Blarnires said <that out
of the 13 tickets given, 11 reported to court and pleaded guilty.
The two that did not report are
being given a week's probation
due to a temporary mix up in the
residency of the court.
Ginny !Mahoney, reporting on
the Winter Weekend committee,
submitted to Senate the post Winter Weekend finance report. The
total estimated profit to date is
$218.94.

John Hines moved that the Student have sole control of the Winter Weekend profits. The motion
was carried.
Tommie Santopietro sulbmi'tlted
1lhe revisions of the Stunt Night

rules to senate for approval. After
discussion a motion was made to
accept Stunt Night rules as revised by the Stunt Night team.
The motion was approved.
Under Committee reports Dave
Young reported that in an investiga1Jion he conducted it was found
impossible to get a locker key
without proper identification.
Newton Allen reported that out
of the 576 ash trays purchased for
tlle campus !!here are now only six
dozen in stock. 1n his estimation
approximately 450 have been stolen
or broken. No immediate solution
to the problem was proposed.
A motion was made to give the
organizational board the control
and regulation over the campus
blood bank. The motion was carried.
Ron DiOrio moved that t!he Student Senate buy a lock for the
Anchor room entrance to the Senate. His argument was that this
door was being used \s a second
entrance to the Senate and people
entering through this door were
disturbing Senate procedure. The
motion was defeated.
The meeting adjourned at 7:30
p.m.
1
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The Sport
Light Shin,es

Let'sLook llt Sports

by BILL BOREK
An analysis of the past basket- I are also aware of the success of
ball season is not necessary to t'he Anclhormen in baskffi:ball.
realize that Coach Tom Sheehan's
The Anchor Sportlight this week
One may ask why an this incharges had an eicceptionally go·od terest is important.
spotlights Don Hickey, co-captain
What differseason this yea,r. An amazing ence does it make
and capable co-ordinator of this
if the Anchoryear's basketball team. Don has
point about this s'eason is that for men win as long as there
is a PC
been, in the words of teammate
rhe first time in many years every- basketball
team?
W'hy should
Charlie Wilkes, "The player who
one ia,t RIC is aware of this suc- good high school
'basketball playhas kept the team together."
cess. Moreover, throughout
the ers want to enter RIC w'hen there
state, (although many are ignorant are so many other
His adept ball handling, skillful
of the caliber of the competition colleges suc'h as top "basketball"
passing, and excellent playmaking
Holy Cross, URI,
we play) many are also aware of PC, and BC,
have in part sparked the team
all
the team's success because of fine tance of Rhode witllin a short disthroughout the season. Concernnewspaper coverage; and most im- fering excellent Island, and all ofing the phenomenal success of the
educational opportant of all, good high school portunlilties?
team this season, Don remarked
basketball players, who want to
that the team played well primariThese and other pertinent quescontinue their education and mainly because everyone played totain 1Jheir act>ivities in basketball titons are quite appropriate and
gether; there were no "stars," no
would
probably draw indifferent
"individuals," but there was a coresponses today. But stop and conhesive, well-balanced team putting
sider. Did Providence College deforth its best efforts in every
velop into a striong basketball
game.
powerhouse overnight; did North
"Hick" feels that this is just the
The students at Boston Univer- Dakota become the top college
beginning for athletic success at
sity have opened an all-Uil!iversity hockey team in the United States
RIC. He thinks that as the colbook exchange. The exchange, a the first year it produced a team;
lege grows, so will sports. He
non-proifit organization, is operated did !Bowling Green become naalso thinks that continued success
by and for University students. tion•ally ranked in basketball on its
Don Hickey dribbles past Bridgewater defenseman
in sports will attract many other
Students who wish to sell books first attempt in a strong competiathletes which will result in topOf course not,
leave them in the exchange with a tive conference?
notch athletic teams in the future.
price slip inserted ·in the first and it is important to consider
An astute observation made by
that
it
took
time,
page. The expected price cannot
a cOl!llbined efDon concerned the student and
exceed two-thirds of the original fort, and a proper combination of
faculty attendance at games. He
Carolyn "'P~pee" Papare'lla, one Gentile and some of the present price. Students who are
talent,
direction,
and
that indefineinterested
has seen attendance grow for four of 1Jhe most active members of senio,rs deserve a lot of credit for in buying
a'ble element called "spirit."
tllese
years from a meager handful to a 1:b:e Women's Recreation Associa- making the W.R.A. what it is." from the open books select them
stack and pay one
This season a spirited tradition
packed gyni of over 300 specta- tion, is the first of the many mem- She added, however, "I do feel
tors. This, he feels, has had a bers of :Chis organization to be 1:'hat the underclassmen should be- of the volunteer students working of ..clean, hard fought competition
at the exchange. A slight expense has been established, and it is my
marked influence on the playing spotlighted by the Anchor as a gin to take over more of the
lead- fee is deducted from the money firm belief 1Jhat 'the basketball
of the team, in that a sense of tribute to their active support of ership now.",
before it is returned to the selling team's success this year is only a
support has been conducive to an and participation in this club.
In her three years on campus, student. B.U. students have ex- harbinger of bigger and better
all-out effort by the team.
Carol's activities in the W.R.A. · pressed their desire for the ex- sports at me. To help establish
A senior, and a three letter
include active participation
in Change to remain a permanent fix- bhis or make this trad>ition a realiman, the story of the inimitable
Basketball Intermurals, Volleyball ture in the University.
ty there needs to be shown strong
Don Hickey will end in June. The
Intramurals, Co-ed Volleyball Club
Students venturing to the South interest and encouraging support
sports fan at RIC however, will
(manager last year), Co-ed Bad- for the EaS'ter break may find from three elements; the students
not forget him for a long time. The
minton Intramurals, Synchronized more than the Fort Lauderdale at RIIC, who can give encourageAnchor
salutes the contribution
Swim Glu'b, Baseball Club, and police waiting for them when they ment through their increased inthat Don Hickey has made to the
Flolk Dance Clu'b. Also, since her arrive.
The Junior College of terest in the MAA sports program
college's varsity sports. Truly, he
freslhman year, Carol has been a Broward County in Fort Lauder- as well as through popular intercan be called the "Mr. Sports of
member
of the
cheerleading dale plans to offer prizes, awards, est in the sports activities of the
RIC."
squad. 'In her sophomore year she recognition, and traphies for stu- various teams; the general public
was captain of the J.V. squad, and dent participation
in:
aquatic whose support would have a defithis year is on the Varsity cheer- skills, beauty contest featuring out- nite effect on the immediate goals
You
leadiing squad. Last year Perppee of-state coeds, Combo competition, of t:he team; and finally, promising
represented t'he W.R.A. on Inter- dance contests, excelle_nce awa ds high school athletes, who, -•rith
"Hey-you
go to R!hode Island
7 keen academic interest
Club Counci1 and was Assistant for brawn and athletics, fash10n
College?"
a~g_ .nSocial Chair~an for fue Ass'Ocia- parades, Luau
dancing, mermaid vinced that the collcs
.~
"Yeah---what about itt?"
·
·
.
.
.
I
awards,
fishing
them fullfil bofh fhelr academic
awards,
twist
tion. This year she l~ s_omal Chair- dances, water skills, and under- ambitions as well as
"Well, I was just wandering what
providing a
man of W.R.A. and 1s rn the Mod-. water aotivities. Anyone for Fort challenge to their athletic abilisort of books you like to read in
your spare time."
ern Dance Club.
'1:JaudeT'dale?
ties.
"Spare time! Read! At Rhode
Island College? Are you some kind
of a nut?"
Carolyn Paparella
The library of Rhode Island College is filled with books, encomPeppee fe~ls very enthusiatic
passing a great variety of literature. Does the college student en- about 1Jhe activiti•es that the club
joy curling up wit!h a book in his ·sponsors and said that "not only
spare ltime? If so, what does he ,is the clu'b •one of the most enj oyaible clubs on campus to belong
prefer?
to, but i:t is also a clu:b which
The iinfluencing factor is spare works
for y,ou. 'In W.R.A. activitime. There seems to be no time, ties
you
accon:Nng to the students, to do o1Jhers learn to get along with
as well as learning good
anything other than assigned work. sportsmanship.
I 'l!hink it is one
During the summer,
however, of 'the best organized associations
many students catch up on their on campus,
and I think that Miss
pleasure reading. H seemed from
1Jhe initerviews, that when book is 1 .---------------.
not assigned, it appeals to students
and is more rewarding to them.
Various trends appear among
students as to ,their preiferences.
Speciali.zing in PIZZA
Men enjoy magazines, such as Esquire, Newsweek, '!lime, Reader's
and SP·tNACH PIES
Diigest while women are more likely to read a novel, although they,
Free Delivery On
too, enjoy magazines, like Glamour.
Differences in lower iand upperOrders of $1.50 or More
classmen ,are noticeable. Juniors
936 Chalkstone Ave.
and Seniors are more aplt to read
materiials concerned witll their maMA 1-3509
jor concentration. Freshmen and
(Continued on Page 10)

Here'N There
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Profiles

What Do

In W.R. A.

1

Rea,d?

SIC FLICS

Tommy'sPizzeria

.esttld"

R. I. C. Bookstore
New Titles

in the Bookstore

SINCLAIR LBWIS

"Ifit's all right with you Captain,
I think I'll drop R.0. T.C."

WHITMAN

l'.i ,KING

·f!f~~~s

STENDHAL
JOHANN seB~STIAN BACH

2i GREAT·
TOBACCOSMAKE20 WONDERFULSMOKES!

GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX •••

ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!
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ScienceFiction
Is Stock'n Trade

N1ewsl.etter
MarksC.am:pus
First
Something new hit 'fille campus
"'It should come out more than
Monday morning, Feb. 26, in 1:lhe twice a year."
form of the W.R.A. Newsletter.
Wlhen questioned
about
the
rts purpose is to serve as a means Newsletter, Cindy said, "On tlhe
of communtication
bebwe'en the whole I was pleased with the acWomen's Recreation
Alss·ociation ceptance of tlhe Newsletter. I heard
and the student body, and to make more fav,oralble than unfavorable
students aware of the variety of comments
albout it, and some
W.'R.A. a·ctivities offered.
faculty members also told me they
The activities of the first two thought that is was very good. I
quarters were summarized in the fuink tlhat some of fuose who
Newsletter, and a few of thls expressed unfavorable
comments
semester's
activities
were men- did not thoroughly read the Newsti&
This first issue of tlhe News- letter." After a moment's fuoug'ht,
...
p§ edited by Cindy Colic- she added, "I hope the next issue
<.;'
, !'resident oTt".1:iew.R.A. will be even better than the first,
Jl'J "er issue is planned for Sep- and also better received."
tenr er.
Many tried to compare te NewsIn a poll conducted ,by tlhe An- letter wifu the Anchor, but, "there
chor, some interesting comments 1s no basis for comparison" said
were received. Some students felt one Flreshman.
The Newsletter
it was a good idea, some didn't was, according to W.R.A. memlike it, and some were indifferent.
bers, published to arouse more inIn reply to the question, What is terest in W .R.A. activities.
The
your opinion of the Newsletter?, W.R.A. is concerned with the mathe majority thought that it was jority of fue students
on the
an interesting and informative way campus, since it sponsors co-eduto tell about W.R.A. · activities.
cational activities. The Newsletter
"W.R.A. deserves publicity and was meant to inform tlhe students
recognition
as it is one of the of the opportunities
,available to
largest organizations on campus." get together with other students
"An excellent
attempt at in- while engaging in healthful exerforming the student body of the cise.
activities of W.R.A., as well as a
goo·d review of w'lrat W.R.A. is trying to do."
When asked, Do you have any
suggestions?, fuere were several
Paintings and drawings in the
constructive criticisms.
areas of litlhogra'PhY, etching, pen
"Try to be more objective."
and ink, wash, water color, pencil,
"There should be more written and collages, will be exhibited,
albout games, sportsdays, and play- March 25, in Alger Hall. The disdays."
play is open to the student body.
The major purpose of this exhibit, according to '.Mr. Ros'a'ti, one
of the con'tri'butors, is to illustrate
Casa Leone Restaurant
different materials and appro·a·ches
to Graphic Arts.
Italian Cuisine
Available For Parties
The other contributors
ito this
exhibit are Mr. John De Melin, and
EL 3-9839
l\f:iss
Dorothy
Crompton.
1520 Smith St., No. Providence

Graphic
ArtsExhibit

ANTHONY'S
PHARMACY

HELP KEEP

1243 Chalkstone Ave.

CANDY
COSMETICS
CARDS
Fountain
No. 169

Service

R. I. C.
CLEAN

When someone goes into a dif•
iferenlt kmd of busi•Il'ess, 'itt's only
natural to ask what made h'im do
it. Donal'd Grant fa in 1Jhepublishing and book business.
That
wouldn't seem "dilfferent" except
that he is the only dea'ler in Rhode
Island and New England
who
specralizes in Science Fantasy.·
Tall, lanky, with dark hair and
very shy ("I'm not a talker,), Mr.
Grant was however, very eager to
explaiin the d'ifferenee ·between
what tthe common man would
1/h'ink 'Of as Science fiction and
what the speciallisit would think of
as Science Fantasy. Science fantasy
i·s ,a term whiclh includes ghost
stories,
the
supernatural,
the
Gothic novel, and all types of fantastic literature.
Science Fiction
in general deals witlh the '.Mental,
Socio}ogical, and Physical 'Sciences.
It takes the known and projects
it into the unknO'W'Il. Jules Verne
is an example of a science fiction
author.
Mr. Grant's clients come from
all parts of the United States,
Canada,
England
and Sweden.
Most oif 'his clients are collectors
who are looking for first editions
and magazine co'llections.
He deals wiill/htlhe science fantasy
magazines of the 1920's. A collection of "Weird Tales" magazine from Jianuacy, 1926 to the .final
issue in the 50'c costs $500.00. A
1923 first issue of "W eirrd Tales"
'brought $100.00. The oldest magazine Mr. Grant has is the "AGROSY" a general adventure magazine
published in 1902.
Mr,. Grant's own publicatfons include fue Science Fiction Bibliography of which 'he i's co-autho•r
and next year he is planning to
publish a definitive
article
on
Rhode
Island's
fantasy
writer
LoveoraTt.
When asked if he had seen any
changes in the trend of fantasy
writing thru the years, Mr. Grant
felt that there is more emphasis
on realism and accuracy now then
there was when the trend began.
In i'vs beginnings
the authors
autlhors worked with an adventure
angle, "it was ,almost a swash
buckling
type," !Mr. Grant explained, "The lost race novel has
just about died 'because there is
so much we know about tlle earth
now, there is no opportunity to
hide a lost race. They ( contemporary authors) have to •bring in interplanetery
and ofu.er dimensiion
or hidden dimensions of the mind.
It's just one change ofter another."
Today's "space opera," Mr. Grant
explained, is like a soap opera or
a stereotype superman. "The:re is
a superman now, but he rides a
rocket and /has rocket guns tied to
his bert." A's the ordinary man's
1ideas clhange, so c'hange the ideas
of the science fantasy writers.
Mr. Grant feels that science
fantasy is a valuable form of
Merature.
He would like to see
science fantasy brought into the
classrooms.
Stated !Mr. Grant: "I don't like
the idea of seeing Slhakespeare and
Thomas Hardy in the 9th grade.
It has no appeal ,and it will drive
them (the dhi.ldren) away from
reading.
If they use books that
arre exotic and outside of fueir own
experience, then they will learn
how to read. Let them learn how
to read firs't and then give them
Shakespeare."
Mr. Grant's idea of having school
children read science fantasy books
have been tried by his friends in
several school. A teacher in the
Boston Latin high school assigned
ithem as outside reading, and according to 'Mr. Grant fu.e teacher
reported that his students developed in terms of general knowledge as well as reading speed and
comprehension. The same idea has
'been tried in North Kingstown and
Johnston where the teachers also
reported greater interest shown by
the students.

(Continued on Page 10)

Donald Grant

Faculty-WivesExhibitFeaturedAlumni Nite
'Ilhe arts and crafts group of the
Faculty
Wives Club presented
their hobby exhibit, on !March 1
in the Alumni Lounge, Roberts
Hall, rto coincide with Alumni
Night. This was done, according
to !Mrs. Inger •Stern, chairman of
the affair, to enable the Alumni to
have an OP'POrtunity to view the
exft:uilbit.
The exhibit consisted of a fine
cross section of home-made articles that displayed th'e special
skills of their creators. The participants and their displays were
as follows: Mrs. Anne Sheehan,
two oil paintings; !Mrs. Susan Felix,
a s·et of wheel-thrown •work, Mrs.
Eileen Duffy, a hand-made sweater;
1
Mrs. Antotineite Rosati, Italian cutwork and hem stitching;
Mrs.
Shelia Gr e e n e , a 1homeamade
sweater, !Mrs. 'Inger stern, three
sweaters and two 'Flossa rugs; Mrs.
Olga Howel'I, five oil paintings;
!Mrs. Dorothy Comery, a homemade sweater; Mrs. Buckeridge,
latlhe work display and two oil
paintings;
Mrs. Catherine
Tegu,
furee rugs and handawoven napkins ·and pillow cas·es; Mrs. Mary
DeiMelin, lb.and-made jewelry; and
!Mrs. Dorothy Allison, a hand-made
sweater and talb,le cloth.

The Alumni program began at
8:00 p.m. in Llttle Theater, Roberts Hall, and was conducted by
Mrs. Charles F. Bresnahan, association president.
The program
consisted of an panei of graduaates in fields other than education
who spoke about the most interesting and important
asipects of
filleirr particufar professions.
The
talks were 'both enjoyable and informative.
Dr. Catlherine M. Casserly, Providence supervi.sor of junior high
sC'hools and also a member of the
Board of Trustees, moderated the
panel. Guest speakers inc'luded:
Mr. Joseph Brady, life insurance;
!Mr. Daniel Kitchen, General Secretary, Y.IM.C.A.; 'Mr. M.bert Russo, State Director of So'Cial Welfare; Dr. Searles Bray; !Mr. Frank
Carter, lawyer; and Mr. Frank McCabe, advertising. The program was
brought to a close with a brief
ta'lk by Dr. Donov,an. 'Following
fille program, a reception was held
in rfue Alumni Lounge.
Here,
everyone enjoyed coffee and assorted pastries and had an opportunity to view the hobby exhibit.
The two p1.1ograms were well attended and firom al1 appearances
al1 gu·ests enj•oyed a totally piJ.easant evening.
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Demonstrato,
Labe
rs led
WhiteTrash;FoodServedOn Napkins
establishments
and tried to be
served. Each · group was given a
segregation to be carried out in list of places where they would sitGlen Burnie. These demonstrators in. Each had an experienced leadhailed from various New England er, who would decide each course
colleges,
e.g.,
R.l.C.,
R.I.S.D., of action.
Brown, Pembroke, U.R.I., BarringThe
ton, U. Conn, Conn. College, Yale, signed group to which I was ashad three places on the list.
Wesleyan, Morgan State (Ba'1ti- No
one really knew what to expect
more, Md.), and Amhurst.
and although outwardly calm, most
Having lived in the North all my were
tense, anticipating the worst.
life. I would never anticipate any
However upon entering
the W
problems of being refused service
B&A Restaurant,
we were surin a restaurant or admission to a
prised and relieved to find no hosmovie theater. But this was not so
tility shown by the manager.
with my Negro friends.
Orders were pleasantly taken by a
Glen Burnie has been noted for
waitress, waiter and the manager.
its strict segregation
in public The food was
good and we were
places. Negroes have never been
able to eat in any restaurant nor charged the regular price.
The only problem was that all
have they been able to see a local
movie. This is the situation which drinks were served in paper cups
must be eliminated if America is and pie was served on wax paper
to be a free country. This was the with plastic forks. When the manager was asked why this was so,
purpose of the trip.
Upon arrival at Glen Burnie, we he replied, "Paper is the 'Special
grouped
into types of demon- for the Day.' Some days we have
strators observers,
picketers silverware, glasses and dishes, and
and those brave ones, risking ar- some days we don't. Today we
rest, who actually went into these don't have any." When we noticed
that other customers were not eating out of paper articles, he was
questioned on this and replied,
"The more questions you ask me,
the more questions I ask you. We
get all bungled up, so let's forget
it."

by MICHAEL IACONNA

Editors Note: This is an on the
spot report by a person who actuaHy took part in the sit-in demonstrations. The opinions contained
in this artide and all references
' to the segregation issue or persons
involved in the sit-in demonstrations are solely those of the author
and in no way reflect the editorial
judgment of this newspaper.
WHiFI'E TRAISH!
That's the call that ,college
students from Rhode Island and
Connecticut heard as they walked
through the streets of a smw.l town
in Maryland last weekend. Saturday afternoon
in Glen Burnie,
Md., is much like Saturday afternoon in any town - people shopping, kids out of school loitering
on street corners.
·
In a small Methodist church just
outside of town, this normalcy is
being changed.
A group of 100
students (70 white and 30 Negro,
approximately)
were forming an
organized
demonstration
against

During
this questioning,
the
waitress had been washing dishes,
so I asked her, "Why don't you use
paper plates and cups all the time,
then you wouldn't have to wash
dishes?" Putting a glass back in
the water
she said, "There's
enough bleach in this water to
clean anything.''
Throughout the sit-1n, people in
the restaurant were staring, glaring, or shaking their heads in
general disapproval.
An eiderly
newsdealer, standing next to me
caught my eye and remarked, "All
you white b - - - - - should be hung
for siding with that kind."
As we were about to leave a .
hoodlum about sixteen years old
and his gang, who sneered at our
entrance, came by the table. He
was just about to punch one of the
Negroes,
when his own gang

dragged him out. Thwarted by his of our groups had tried unsuccessgang, he followed us around for fully to get into the movies.
most of the afternoon, jeering and
We walked up and down the
spitting, at us.
main street before goin~
our
last
.
i.s puo; cd ~
ue atl
As we left the restaurant, this
same youth was standing on the extremely interesfmg and educaopposite corner, arm around his tional walk because almost all of
girl, kissing her and probably say- the townseople had emerged from
ing his godobye. As I passed, I their homes and shops to see us. '
paused at this scene. My camera Heads popped out of doorways and
must have caught his attention, be- windows. I was jeered, ridiculed,
cause he glared at me and said, and spat upon. As I walked, young
"Mister, you'd better not take my teenagers would stop abruptly and
pieture, 'cause I'll break you in stand in my way, hoping that I
two. I don't want no one to take would bump them, therefore ,givmy picture.''
Amused by this ing them a reason to fight. Much
punk, I followed my group on to to their disappointment,
the entire group was sworn to non-viothe next restaurant.
lence.
Walking out to the main street,
There was one bar where we
there was not only a traffic police- did not have to go in to be served.
man but also a dozen other police- The beer was thrown at us through
men at this intersection and four the doorway.
on each block up and down the
"Wh1i'te Tra•s'h" and other such
street. Crossing the street, I saw titles were bestowed upon us. The
a good crowd gathered around a vocabulary of these people to me
movie theater. I realized that one
(Co:1.ti::lu3li ,on Page 6)
WE'RE READY, LET'S GO!
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Sit-In (-C,ont.)-

A TYPICAL REACTION BY A DEMONSTRATOR

IRATE CITIZEN DISRUPTING PICKET LINE

BROWN UNIVERSITY REPORTER GETTING THE SCOOP

seemed to consist chiefly of vulgalities and obscenities. Children
pointed at us and cried out, "Look,
freedom riders."
As I was walking to our last
stop, a ten year old boy came up
to me and said, "Hey mister,
what's going on here? What are
all these cops and people doing?"
I replied, "Well son, hasn't anyone
told you w'hait's been go'ing on?" He
said, "No, I've been in the movies
all afternoon."
How do you explain to a ten year pld boy the
meanings of segregation and integration? All I could say to this boy
was, "Son, the Negroes want to be
able to go into a restaurant for a
cup of coffee and go to see a movie
that is playing in town." He looked
up to me and said, "You mean that
they can't do this now?" I said to
him, "No, the white people don't
want to sit with Negroes." He
summed up the entire problem of
segregation by saying, "This is
really crazy. Why do people have
to be like that. I like them; why
can't the other people?"
I admired the innocence and
lack of prejudice in this young
boy but I shuddered to think what
would happen to him in four or
five years once society sinks its
claws into him and fills him with
hate.
Our hist sit-in was in a tavern,
Those under 21 picketed outside.
The proprietor at first refused to
serve the group. When the group
asked to hear the "Trespassing
Act," he said, "You can stay here
until doomsday, but I will not
serve you." A man from a cafe
across the street came over to invite us to his place. "They aren't
going to bother with you in there,"
he said. ''Come in over here, we'll
give you something to do." I have
no doubt that he would have, but
I would never live to tell about it.
He called us idiots and said that
we were making fools of ourselves.
He spoke, to each group member
'individually. To a boy from R.I:S.D.
with a beard, he said, "Hey you're
a real live beatmik, can you twist?"
This was mild compared to the
comments made to the girls in our
group.
Within two minutes the police
arrived and took this man into custody. They told us to walk in the
shoulder of the road or we would
be arrested for trespassing. There
was excellent cooperation between
police officials and the demonstrators. They protected us according to the law. In many towns
this would not have been the case.
Other groups had encountered
various circumstances unlike our
own. In one snack bar, the group
was served (glasses, plates, and all)
but when they had finished the
waitresses smashed all the glasses
and plates on the floor in front of
them. Nothing touched by a Negro
can be used again.
In another restaurant, there was
a separate dining room for colored
people and special menus too; a
few examples: a glass of milk $1.30,
and ice cream sunday $4.00, tuna
fish salad $12.50, spaghetti and
sauce ·$14.00, broi'led lamlb chops
and bacon $18.00, T-bone steak
$25.00. The group asked for a cup
of coffee and a few straws - total
$2.00.
We had a raMy after dinner at
w'hkh the leaders summarized the.fr
experiiences and anaiyzed our reaC'!Jions.
The raUy was a culmination of
tlhe en1!ire day. The sp'iri,t of all
t!he \Students wa,s evident at the
rally in the Negro freedom songs.
At one p<Y.intdu'l'ing t'he rally two
Negro men were introduced. These
men, a clhef and-a cook, had ql.l!it
t'heir jobs that very afternoon
when a group of demonstrators
were refused service at one of the
restaurants.
Theh- introduction
brought tJhe entire assembly to a
standling ovation.
The spirit present at the rally
was typical of the spirit present
throughout the day.
This is one of those situations
that has to be seen to be believed.

"HEY TAKE MY PICTURE"-AN

IRATE CITIZEN

NO MOVIE, WE PICKET

WHY THE PAPER CUPS

"GO HOME WHERE YOU CAME FROM-WHITE

TRASH"
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TheGentleEccentricTe
s;xtOf Dr.EdwardBloom's
Address

d Efitors Note: It is with a great number of fancy vests owned by
ea •. of pieasure that the Anchor Truman Capote. But while we are square, but he has the prestige of packJge of cake mix and come up such abject poverty that, having
being there.
with a passable confection. I know pawned all his clothes, 'he was comr~prints the text of the iecture de- gaping at the man, should't we
•
iive d b D Ed
d
re
Y r. . war" Bfoom on really be caring about the pictures ersBut blue jeans by Brooks Broth- a small art gallery in Province- pelled to lie in bed and wri·te wi·th
is not nearly the whole story. town which has the proprietor's his
February ~;, entitied _The Gentie he put on canvas, the books he
arms through holes in the
footprints on the floor. That's a blanket.
Eccentrics.
We__ are indebte_d. to wrote, or the music he composed? There are th0
if a trip outside were
se who are hungry clever piece of exhibitionism, but necessary,Or he
Dr Bi
f
would cover hi·s
and
ragged
simply
t . oor;:
because they
giving us permission
And yet it's hard to deny that can't afford to be otherwise.
An it's far less interesting than the nakedness with a borrowed greatd~presen Th is t? the coUege au- exhibitionism of one kind or
ungrateful society will seldom pay art objects on display. After all,
coat. Paper cuffs and collar, the
ience. "b
editors assume fuU another is often the stock-in-trade adequately for
that which does not a monkey could walk across wet eternal symbol
~~~nsi/
i Y for anih word and of the real or would-be artist
of respectability,
All have a useful function
A con- paint without winning our esteem gave the impression of clothing
cduad:?n errokrs.
e pressii:re through history there has be~n a formist society does
n~t
gamble
as
a
virtuoso
of
ma
foot
es
painting.
an
0f
intensive
underneath
•
.
•
iif
fea .me
a friend bought
·
·bi
public image of the artist as a man on the work of
-many a 'There is an a n e c d o t e b out h"im a mea 1, Boyse wou ld f
pr 0 o mg impossi e.
who would rather go to the rack good writer or unknowns
re use to
painter has had to Mark Twain's irascibility awhen
eat his beef unless he were served
On Western ranches, as we all than g~t into a bathtub. He prefers be
dead to be appreciated and pros- ~e had to talk 0~ th? newly ketchup.
know, the owner's brand is burned the sphntery floor of an unheated
_These
are grimly humort
into the hide of each calf. During garret to a cleanly sheeted Beauty- perous. The miracle of it all is that mS alled t ~elephone. m his home. ous details, ~mt hardly enough to
the life of that animal thereafter rest mattress. A properly cooked so many creative people, even of Not truS mg the mstrument, he perpetuate his memory. The thing
the brand is a mark of possession' meal is an abomination to him limited talents, have been willing would s_hout and cus~. O~e d~y, to about Boyse that we really wish to
to sacrifice themselves to hard- teach him a lesson, his wife picked
remember, however, is not that he
identifyiI).g it with a specific herd'. when he can eat sardines directly
the up th e phone ~d ~houted a_n? lived ~ incredible squa'1or or
The calf that escapes the brand is ?ut oif the can. The fact, of course, ships-or, worse, apathy-for
afprivilege
of
expressing
themselves
cussed.
Mark
'J:Vam
listened cr~ti- fecte~ ID:co_ngruousniceties. For
a maverick, a term popularly con- is that artists enjoy the creature
in
an
atmospher
e
which
lends
it~ally
for
a
while.
Then he said,
noting dissociation from the herd. comforts as much as any of us
self to creativity. This is not a "My dear, Y0';, have the words but all h_is hmrted talents, he was a
genume poet who wrote a major
For reasons too obvious and too here. The further fact is that somere
hunger
for
bohemia
for
the
not
t~e
.
tun~.
invoslved to be argued here, society ciety is hostile to what it doesn't
poem of such force that at one
demands that each of us submit under~tand or what stands apart affectation oif freedom. F~r better th So it is w~th the man who is not time it was attributed to Pope.
e real article. You can be pretty Such is the irony oif public judgto its brand. The analogy ceases at from its well fixed standards. And or for worse, it is the sacrifice of
th at when
comfort and
he st~ds before ment. A man does perhaps
this point-at
least in a free so- not all creative' people keep irreg- courageous andsecurity. It is a sure
necessary
assault a_n easel ~d _makes a big produc- honest thing in his life and one
ciety-because
most of us accept ttlar hours ?r dress as though they upon the world
can
of
imaginatio
n.
twn of sightmg, keenly over his hardl)'. get c~edi~ for that, so great
restraints as a necessary and de- were on their way to a masquerade.
t!humb . he doesn t see much more are his follies m the eyes of his
sirable condition. At the same Even in the early days of his
th
Not many escape wi prosperi~y th an his thumb.
time we enjoy the exercise of such career, S.S. Eliot was a respectable
fellows.
st even
and reputation.
Crane
Naturally, public approbation
individualism as is consistent with bank· clerk-later
Another curious and sad instance
a publisher's ahnoSt made it in his short life- and success are
dear.
But they is that of a man who didn't even
the good of t!he social order.
reader-who
wore a bowler and time. Eugene O'Neill did make it, came at a dear
price
after
infinite
have a
carried a furled umbrella. Or over to the undying credit of the Amerof his own. He called
labor ~d a vision which no runount himself nrune
Certain
individuals,
George Psalmanazar-after
however in neighboring Hartford, Wallace ican· theater. And there are others, of apmg can produce.
Furth~r- the Biblical king Sha·hnanesar.
rebel against the social limitation~ Stevens was a well-groomed in- of course. But so was there
,
Max- more, success does not necessarily
placed upon them.
~ootless, he traveled widely, both
Like the surance
executive whose sub- well Bodenheim, who died miser- mean . great
nt, though m fact and in imagination. Finally
mavericks, they are unbrandedably, and still others like him. All that is the ~chieveme
ideal for which we
the.y have no herd identification. stantial income by no means this is not to say that art can would all strive. What
hit upon the fantastic scheme
really mat- he
The rejection of the group has
of writing a history of Formosa
serious consequences, of course,
which he could never have visited'
when it results in the violation of
and even concocted a language fo;
legal process or contempt for the
that country. He ingenuity was
rights of ot!hers. But there is
heralded as fact and he was
another kind of reputation with
honored for a time. Oxford was
which I run concerned· now-a retaken in. As was fitting for a unipudiation which frequently grows
versity, it provided this eminent
out of the tension between the
scholar quarters for his studies.
creative artist and his society. One
The
duplicity
continued,
for
may deplore what seems like a
Psalmanazar would leave lighted
double set of values, that of the
candles in his windows that
artist and that of the non-artist.
passersby would think he spent his
Whtle not all artists feel uncomnights in intellectual
pursuits.
fortable under the restraints set
Actually
he was comfortably
upon them by organized society,
asleep. Then, long after he had
tlhe fact remains that the artist's
given himself over to a life of
disposition is of a very special
genuine rectitude, he was exposed
kind. That which inhibits his
anlrd:lshunon,~r
==.bero-capacity to express his genius at its
him as the "Pious Fraud."
tunest, may, indeed, be more arNow I do not suggest that we
bitrary than we think.
praise him for his deceptions. But
I run not speaking of legal reI can't help being impressed by a
straints, which all of us have an
peculiar talent which a more hosobligation to observe. I am speakpitable society might have ening of the restraints of custom and
encouraged to flow into more remanner which are so rigid that
sponsible channels. I can't help
they resist tolerance and underbeing impressed by the necessity
standing. It is a strange and terhe experienced to verbalize a
rible paradox that the society
tumultuous imagination. Call his
which accepts the gifts of the artist
actions perverse or even meris not readily inclined to accept
cenary, if you will, but the facts
breaches of personal conduct which
remain that Psahnanazar is rememchallenge accepted mores. Again, iJ:
bered as an oddity,· never as a
Dr. Edward Bloom
urge you to consider that my instrangely creative person. Similarly
tention is not to condone illegality checked his ability to write some flourish only in squalor. But it
does ters, it seems to me, is a personal Boyse occupies a shady niche as a
or immorality, but to attempt of the best poems of our age.
flourish best in a spirit of dedica- vision which can somehow be made fr,ustrated, unwholesome, shiftless
understanding a creative temperacharacter. As a poet, however, he
I am impatient to tlhe fable that tion, whether it be t!he dedication to touch all of us, and a thorough- is just
ment that may require freedom
one more cipher. People
of a Hemingway, or a Faulkner, or ly honest desire to project that
from many of our conventional pat- poverty and deprivation are the a Lewis, or a Lawrence, or a Joyce,
vision in the best way one possibly who have never read Dr. Johnson's
terns of behavior. The distinction best handmaidens of art. I submit or-dare I say it-a Henry Miller. can. Given
":'orks, know him as a gruff, disbetween individualism and non-con- that a true artist will create in Whatever the case, a large element such talent, such an incentive and figured
growler.
Christopher
the scraggly beard and
formity is all too often a purely spite of-not because of-suffer- is always the need to convince
Smart,
author of intensely prothe corduroy pants can be toleratsemantic one. It is well estab- ing, though su>ffering may indeed reluctant society that it should a ed as trademarks
phetic
religious
poetry, has until
no more to be
lished that we admire individual- provide themes. When the belly is cept the gifts held out before ac- fretted
it.
over than the overalls or recently been an object of deism while we deplore non-conform- pinched with hunger, the inward Art must be a full-time devoted
rision,
a
man
who
would fall to his
welder's
ity. Carried to extremes, non-con- eye is more likely to conjure up job, even if one is a New Yorker What weshield of a fine craftsman. knees in the street and pray, a
should
care
about
is
the
a
steak
than
a
sonnet.
In
truth,
formity is obviously undesirable.
writer living in the wilds of Fair- end product. The Christopher Mar- madman to be incarcerated in BedBut when non-conformity is re- however, there are many creative field County or-like Salinger-in
lowe who was killed in a tavern 'l.run.For many, Willirun Blake has
persons
who
are
so
obsessed
with
garded as an extension of india New Hampshire hideaway. Some- brawl or the Shakespeare who an uneasy immortality, not because
t!heir
art
that
they
are
indifferent
vidualism to an allowable degree
how, the Saturday night seances poached deer may disturb us be- he wrote some of the greatest
-when, that is, it provides an at- to more than minimal comforts or of the espresso joints and the
hot- cause of their human failings, but visionary poetry in the English lanmosphere for constructive creativ- sanitary facilities. They exult so house culture of the organized
the time is long past for judging guage, but because he saw angels
ity-then
we should consider re- in the act of creation that they existentialists do not come to the them on
those grounds. To do so is in trees. Who dares to fix the line
assessing our disdain for non-con- cast off the customary ties of same thing. They lack completewhich separates
insanity from
to confuse issues.
propriety which bind most of us to
formity.
mysticism?
a green-shuttered house with a ness.
The eigheeenth century had its
Such a reassessment is in fact white picket fence. And, regrettaI confess that I am not much in- share-perhaps
George Gissing wrote in The
more than its share
a debt we owe those artists who bly, there are also those who terested in these literary or ar- -of social irresponsibility and erhave sacrificed themselves to pub- capitalize on public expectation of tistic hangers-on. They are like the ratic conduct. The public attitude
lic opinion while creating for the how a poet should look or act. chance acquaintance who slips into towards. writers who lacked the myself as a 'member of society.'
public. I propose to deal with a These are tlhe "phonies" who stand the family portrait. No matter how social prestige and polish of, say, For me there have always been
few instances of sacrifices made in front of a mirror to practice ingratiatingly he smiles or appears Swift, Addison, Pope, Chesterfie'ld, two entities-myself and the world
by artists despite financial and Whitman's "barbaric yawp." Or to be at his ease, there is some- Walpole, runong others, was one of -and the normal relation between
moral sanctions. But most of all, r better yet, they put on a turtle- thing about his posture that sets contempt. It took Defoe and John- the two has been hostile." Alwant to invite your attention to the neck sweater and go down to the him apart. No
matter how skillful son a long time to live down the though this may exaggerate or disneed for a better understanding of Village in an MG to read poetry
shame of their humble origins, per- tort the truth, as any unqualified
the artist in our society. That may over the beat of a bongo drum and he is in the technical niceties, he sonal eccentricities, and poverty. generalization
is likely to do, there
be another way of saying, Let's put the wail of a clarinet. Crazy, man. lacks the essential spirit. There is But they were giants, and they
first things first, It may be amus- The tourists from Gopher Prairie more to a:novel than the telling of were bound to succeed. What of is yet enough substance in the reing or even mildly educational to may not dig the shouts of a Gins- a story, just as there is more to the lesser writers, however? Take mark to make one feel that it is
know the circumstances of Van berg or Kerouac, or Rexroth, but poetry than the superficial ability the virtually forgotten Samuel at least founded upon trulf:h.
Gogh's missing ear, the serious- they go through the motions oif to make lines rhyme or scan. Any- Boyce, as an example. He was a
( Continued in the
ness · of '.Proust's asthma, or the being in Swoonsvill.e. One may be one can read the airections on a profligate, a wastrel. He lived in
March 27 Edition)
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SigmaMuPledges

Anchor Salutes
The Anchor takes pleasure in
paying tribute to Edward Blamires
for his contributions to his class
and 1!he college. Ed, who graduated from North Providence High
School, is a senior in the MathScience curriculum. He is probably best known for his sportsmanship and ability on the soccer
field.
In his junior year, Ed served as
vice-president of the Men's Athletic Association. Presently he is
fulfilling the positions of vice-president of his class, vice-president
of Kappa Delta Phi, and chairman
of Student Court.

Ed has been a member 'of the
tennis team since his Sophomore
year. About this year's tennis
team, he commented, "Since the
team has only a few returning
varsity players, there will be positions open for many who have
some experience, even for t'hose
who have none at all."
Among his other accomplishments are his odes, written under
the pen name "Blim Blam,"(the
poet laureate of Kappa Delta Phi).
Active in Student Government,
concerned with the students of
R.I.C., eager to contribute and assist, 'IBlimmer" has earned cooperation and praise.

::::...._.::=::...._==--==---===:.....::.....::..::.::....:.=::.___=::::::====--=====--.:..::...:.::.....

Navy To Visit Campus

ED BLAMffiES

opinions about
the purposes of both the MAA and
Student Court. He feels that "Student Court, in order to do away
with some of the childish and
~ch~ fa~i1--•••--fwi.!.!lthr,_!!,¥-:--mie-n~t!;~
ties, will have to become more
stringent in the enforcement of
student government rules."
A number of new policies have
been initiated to Student Court
under Ed's direction. Now Student Court refers the names of
those people who fail to comply
with the decision of Student Court
Another
to the administration.
policy allows a violator only one
excused absence, failure to report
an absence results in disciplinary
action."
As for the M.A.A., Ed believes,
"with the changing campus the
M.A.A. has also developed. The
M.A.A. Board, composed of elected
members from all the varsity
teams and all the classes, now efone of the
fectively controls

At a special meeting Sunday,
March '4, the following students
were named to the 1962 Sigma
Mu Delta pledge class: Jacqueline
Benjamin, Carol Lamoureux, Verona Sawyer, Janet Rashed (Juniors); Betty Thomson, Josephine
Squillante, Lorna Duphiney, Eileen
Antolini (Sophomores); and Joyce
Caldwell, Geraldine Fed er i co
(Freshmen).
"Sigma Mu Delta has set up a
pledge program which will proand
vide much entertainment
chuckles for 'the pledges, members, and students," stated Ginny
Mahoney, president. The program
for the week is: Tuesday, March
Monday,
Reception;
13--Pledge
March 19 - Hazing; Wednesday,
March 21-Hazing; and Saturday,
Party.
April 7-Pledge

largest Student Government allotments. The group, under the
guidance of IM:r. Brown, has come a
long way and deserves praise."

A team of Navy Officers will
visit the campus today to discuss
the opportunities available to proas commisspective graduates
sioned officers in the U. S. Navy.
on
Information and literature
officer programs in Line, Supply,
Law,
Engineering,
Intelligence,
Medical and Aviation billets will
be available.
Male students may apply for the
Navy's Officers Candidate School
(OCS) twelve (12) months prior
If selected they
to graduation.
will be enlisted and placed on inactive duty until receiving their
degrees.
Women college students have
programs available to them in
both junior and senior years.
These include billets in Line, Supurse Corps and Medical
ply,
Service specialties.
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Ed has definite

St. Patrick's
Day Dance
MARCH

17, 1962

8:30 - 12:00

Student
Center
DOOR PRIZE
Sponsored by

KappaDelta Phi
$2.50

Admission

GreatSwampFight
The water has receded now, and
what was once an extensive swamp
has

been

absorbed

into

the

land

mass of Rhode Island. The land
has changed, but a monument remains to tell wha't men did at that
spot two-hundred and eighty-seven
years ago. Off South County Trail
(Rte. 2) in South Kingstown, a
frost cut piece of granite stands
strong and silent to commerate
the battle between the colonists
and the Narragansetts in 1675-the great Swamp Fight.
The Great Swamp Fight was one
of the battles of King Philip's War
which was started by the massacre
of colonists by King Philip in June
of 1675 at Swansea, Massachusetts.
King Philip was the leader of
the Wampanogs, the Indians of
the Plymouth area. At this time
the Narragansetts of Rhode Island
had remained neutral, but they
were suspected by the colonists of
aiding the Wampanogs.
Without consulting the Rhode
Islanders leaders, the members' of
the United Colbnies, Massachusetts, Plymouth, Connecticut, and
New Haven, decided to wipe out
the Narragansetts. They gathered
at Smith's Trading House near
Wick'ford, and there also recruited
some Rhode Islanders. On December 19, they marched into the
swamp, and engaged the Indians
on their island fortress.
After the massacre the remaining Indians attacked settlements in
South County, Warwick, Pawtucket, and Providence. The end
of the war came when King Philip
was killed near !Mount Hope in
Bristol.
In the silence of the woods all
that remains of rthe struggle between two races is a grey stone
monument. Thin and straight, the
slender monument rests in the
middle of the swamp island that
was a final refuge to the Indians
and final victory for the colonists.
The mounment is a symbol of 17th
centry Rhode Island.
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PACK OR BOX

KING OR REGULAR

If you didn't win in the Fall Contest ... try again!
And lots of luck. If you didn't even enter during the
first half, start now! And lots of luck to you, too.
The rules are the same, but we'll give them to you again, fast!

1

Pick up an Official Registration
• Envelope. You'll find them all
around campus and in your local
smoke shop. Our Liggett & Myers
Campus Rep has a supply too.

2

a good rhyme and send it back. The
limericks will be judged for cleverThe 4 best
ness and appropriateness.
limericks win the Sprites in the
Spring. And one of them could be
yours!

Take the Sportscar Quiz printed
Envelope
• on the Registration
(it's easy). Sign your name and
address and mail it in-along with
5 bottom panels from 5 packs of
L&M or Oasis cigaChesterfield,
rettes.

4

3

So enter often-and keep smoking
Chesterfields, L&M's and Oasis cigarettes-they're in a class of their own!

If you pass the quiz, you'll re• ceive a limerick in the mail with
the last line missing. Finish it with

Enter as often as you like. Reg• istration Envelopes must be in
by April 1st. Limerick entries by
April 15th when the contest officially
closes.Winners get their new Sprites
before school's out!

ENTERTODAY! ENTEROFTEN!
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Doyle
HeadS.D.A
s On
. U.R.ICamp
.
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Michael Doy'le <is executive director of S•tudents for Democra'bic
Action, a comparatively new club
on 1:he_URJ campus."
"The pu!1pose of this organization," says !Mike, "is to create a
student awareness of problems of
student interest."
SDE has many plans and aims.
F'irst, 'filley plan to publish a student journal! which will include
opinions from URI and across the
country.
Another goal for SDA is to obtain acadmeic freedom, to overcome universities'
philosophy of

r

people formed the nucleus and decided to draw up a constitution.
One of the most effective things
they have done is to fight discrimination in the South Kingston
area in the barbershop incident.
White and negro students
requested service. ff the negroes
were refused,
the 'barbershops
were publicized as supporting segregation.

Also a participant in 1:he Northern R. I. 'Movement against discrimination, Michael Doyle lead a
student group from Rhode Island
to Morehouse College, a Negro
school in Georgia. The pu<rpose of
in loco parentis.
SDA started last year when a tlb.is trip during the semester
group of students uni,j;ed against 'break was for those students who
the ROl!1C program at UR:I. These had never been sout'h before to

s·ee the conditions for themselves
and to experience
living at a
Negro college with Negro students.
Michael reported that the Rhode
Island group, a mixed one, was
received very well.
When asked whether they encountered any trouble, going into
the city as an integrated group,
Michael said "No, Atlanta is a liberal city in the south." As to
'Mike's impressi<on of tlhe trip_, he
said, "It reaffirmed my conviction
that civil rights is a necessity to
,break down radal barriers."
SDA is currently concerned wi1Jh
civil rights, one of Rhode Island's
foremost 'problems, and i,s pushing rthe organization of a Rhode
Island Northern Student Movement
on alJ.lRII college campuses.

Jrom.A (jiggle:Jo .A (}u//aw
•From a dassroom in Craig-Lee a
unified burst of laughter is heard
through the corridor; in the read~ng room of t~e library a _giggle
1s muffled 'behmd a book; m the
cafeteria a group of students simulta~eously 'laugh over something
said.
Humor is an important part of
every college, and RliC is no excepti'on. Laughter is present at all
times in every part of the campus.
It's the form that varies.
In the student center, tlre mos,t
common furm of humor is the joke
or anecdote. ''![)id you hear this

DR. HENRYMARGENAU

M.argenau
InitiatesLectureSeries
"Electric!"
"IJ)ynamic!"
These
adjectives were used 'by students
and faculty memlbers in describing
the fin;t Robert Marshall Brown
lecturer,
Dr. Henry IMargenau,
Eugene Higgins '.P,rofessor of Physics and Natural Philosophy alt Yale
University, who spoke Thursday
evening, March 8, ·on "A Sci•enitist's
Vriew of Changing <Conce)Jts,of Man
in a Scientific \Society."
Dr. Margenau introduced him-

Dorm

self as a "mere scientist with philosophkal inc<linations." Yet, this
"mere scientist" is one of the leading authorities on the philosophical foundations of phy,sics and has
made imporbant contributions
in
spectroscopy and nuclear physics.
He ris presently a member of the
Yale faculty, and has served as
visiting lecturer and special lecturer at ten dirJ':rerent colleges and
univers~ties. He is author of two
!books and co-author
of 1:hree
others, and lhas published over one
hundred and ri'l!fy scientific and
:P]lilosop'hi<calarticles.
During Wor'ld War liI, he did
important
work
in microwave
theory, parti'Cu1arly duplexiing systems, the devices that made possible the use of a common antenna
in a radar set for both transmitDear Editor:
ting and <receiving operations.
I am writing to the Anchor-conA native oif Germany, Dr. Mar- cerning the state of affairs that
genau studied at Teacher's Ool- now exists on this campus. On a
lege in Hartford, Germany. He campus such as ours, where intelreceived his B.A. degree from Mid- lectual ·and ethical honesty are emland <College in Nelbraska, his M.S. phasized more than any other
from the University ·of Nebraska quality of a prospective teacher,
and his PhD. from Yale Univer- there exist a number oif so called
future ''teachers" actively engaged
sity.
in 'book stealing. These individuals,
Dr. Margenau began his l:ecture 'because of their very presence at
with a discussion •of the definition this college, are claiming to be
of science, which he said is unde- honest, self-sacrificing,
and selffina'ble because of 1ihe "spectrum respecting
students.
However, I
of attitudes
that are av,aila:ble." wou'l:d say that they are morally
He proce·eded to show that devel- ,and intellectua'lly
dishonest, exoipmen'lls rin science have phlfo- tremely selfish and the 'best examsoiphical antecedents, that we cati- ples of base human beings.
not appreciate the philosophy of
These thiefs are sitealing, on a
Kant, for ·example, without con- very large scale, booil:s that most
sidering :tlhe scientific discoveries students have worked hard to pay
of Galelio and Newton. "Even wars for. I might also point out here
were fought over t!he consequences that many of the students whose
of science," he said.
books have been stolen can't afScience now, h·e continued, is no ford to re-purchase any of the
longer concerned with ultimate 'books.
It is apparent that the students
truth, "itt can now rev'iew, remedy, and heal its own fau1ts." Mod- of R.[.1C. s'hould no longer be s·o
in placing their hooks
ern science has broken with com- trustful
mon sense, and has abandoned ,about ifue student center. For the
mechanical models, and he fe'lt criminal elements of R:I.C. are still
that because of this no one who at large and until they are caught,
"accepts one - answer as ultimate nothing, anywhere at anytime, is
is in tune Wiith the modern science safe.
Ro'bert Miller, '64
and philosophy."
The future, he contends, will
offer science the opportunity to and the
National
·CouncH of
s'how that it <is!humanitarian, that Geography Teadher,s.
when properly understood in phiDr. IMargenau's lecture was the
losoplhica11 terms i,t can act as a first of 1Jhe series which wi'll inunifying force in the world.
The editor apologizes for the
clude three oflter authorities who
The lecture series is named will speak on various aspects of headline switch on Page 1 of Febafter Dr. Ro'bert Marshall Brown, "The ,Ohanging 1Concepts of Man ruary 27 issue of the Anchor.
In the February 27 issue of the
Prnfossor Emeritus of Geography in a Scientific Society": "A Psyat Rhode !Island College. He was cho1ogist's View," Dr. Rd ch a rd Anchor, it was incorrectly stated
that
Jones,
the fall movie series was sponAssociate Professor of Psya member of the ,college faculty
frCJllll 1913 to 1940 and served as dhdlogy, Branders University - sored by the R.I:C. Alumni Associaacting President in 193.9. He was Mlarch 13; "A Theolo~an's View," tion. The Anchor sincerely regrets
awarded an honorary doctorate ~Y The Rev. Roger L. Shinn, Professor this error.
In the February 6 issue of the
the College 1in 1943. He has 'Ynt- otf Christian filthies, Union Theten widely in his field, arrd 1s. a eilogical Seminary---'March 21; and .Anchor, it was incorrectly stated
Fellow of the American Assoc1~- "A View from Lriterature," Dr. that the Biology department will
tion for the Advancement of Sc~- Fsrael J. Kapstein, Professof of offer only a minor in the 1962 curence and a member of the Assoc1- E'ng-llish, Brown Uni versity---!March riculum. In addition, the Biology
department will also offer a major
atio~ of American
Geographers 26.

CommunityCalendar

Letters

C:hatter

"Where is the recreation room?"
This is one of the questions that
the residents of the dorm are asking. ActuaNy the room is there,
but it needs insulation and some
paint. As it is now it is a waste
of space.
There are several reasons the
girls feel they need a recreation
room. They need a meeting place
for the dorm council, judicial
board, and social committee. They
should have a room with an informal
setting
and relaxed
atmosphere. Looking into the future,
this room could hold a television,
reference bookshelves, and permanent personal records.
One solution that the girls have
suggested is that a group of the
residents could paint murals on
the walls. The residents hope their
dream of a recreation room will
soon become a reality.
The revised
dorm handbooks
were given out to the residents
Feb. 27 after a special dorm meeting. A few of the more important
changes were:
1) no food can be kept between
the windows and screens, a good
refrigerator in cold weather;
2) study hours and consideration
hours were clarified for all the residents; and,
3) radios, phonographs, and musical instruments
may be played
quietly in individual rooms between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m.
Applications
for Resident Assistant jobs are available in Dean
Anderson's
office (Roberts 130).
The positions are open to girls who
wiJll be juniors or seniors next
year. For further information, consult Dean Anderson.
As firemen invaded the dorm
early on March 1, Mrs. Greene
kept repeating to deaf ears, "But
there's no fire!" Throughout the
dorm girls kept saying,
"There
are men in the courtyard! !" "No?"
"Oh, yes!!"
After checking the Hall, the firemen were convinced that 'Mrs.
Greene was right. All the fireboxes
were intact, and the firemen left.

one?" or "Wiait 'till you 'here what
happened to me! are frequent
stimuli for a humorous discussion.
Humor of the more intellec~ual
variety is promoted during class
for motivational purposes. A professor, lecturing on a 11ather dull
subject, will unexpected1y slip a
few subtly sarcastic or humorous
remarks into the discussi'on. Usually students will retort with simi[ar
statements,
and the period will
proceed with more liveliness and
interest. (you will note that proper
psychological attitude is of :(iaramount importance in learning.)
The manner in which rt!he RFC
student laughs is an indi'cation of
his present frame of mind.
A relatively ca'lm student ,vill
New Hours at th<e Kingston Free smi'le and laugh quietly at humorous occurences. This type, needLibrary:
Monday <furough Thursday: l :30 less to say, i:s not very evident on
campus.
p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The variety of ]laughter in the
Wednesday and Saturdays: 7:00 classroom ranges fro-m nervous gigto S:30 p.m.
gles to 'boistrious laughter dependThe date of the Art Series lee- ing on whether the students are
ture at U.RJI. has been changed laughing with or at the professor.
from March 15 to J.\farrch 22.
The most common forms of
A grand opera film series---wi'lmttghleF---011 the oampns-=n.-ba..fW--.
be shown at U.R.I. in Edward's surved in the student center. l'eoHaU on the Kingston campus, ple under pressure ca ~recogsponsored by fue !Memorial Union. nize for their rather vociferous
All films begin at 7:30 p.m. and laughter,
usually <issuing as a
are in color.
scream from the women students.
On !March 27, the opera will be
A long-ranged high,pitched laugh
"~igaro, The Barber •of Seville," nearing
hysteria
is prevalent
with Tito Gobbi, Giulio Neri, and among females after exams.
Giu~ietta IS~onato.
,"Tosca," o~
In whatever form or upon whatApril 24, will lha~e _franoo C-O~lli ever subject, the students of RrrC
and Franca Duval m the leading do 'aJPpreciate humor, ,accepting it
roles.
.
.
as a S'oothing agent which seems
On !May 115the serres wrlJ.lclose to dliminish lurking problems.
with ''Eugene Onegin," in which
I
soloists, chorus and orchestra of
the Russian Bolshli-o Theater will
perform.
A new magazine concerning the
Jason Robards, Jr., will have the
leading rore tin "A Thoti.sand latest openings albroad, scholarClowns," a new comedy 1by Herb slhips opportunities, summer study
Gardner which •opens Thursday programs and many •other study
evening, 'March 15, at the Wilbur and travel opportunities available
Theater, Boston. The play, whlch to the co'llege student, will appear
is being itaken to Broadway by this moni:h. This new magazine is
Fred Ooe and Arthur 'Cantor, will called "Overseas."
be at the Wilbur for two and a half
'Ilhis new subscription - only
weeks.
from September to May, wi'll carry
Devotees of rube modem dance advertising, pictures, stories, and
and music may care to know that articles written by figures both naMerce Cunningham and hls Dance tional and international.
The arCompany, wi<t!h John Cage and ticles will cover government, busiDavid Tudor at the pianos, will ness, education, the arts, and new
perform at John Hancock Hall in developments in exchange activiBoston on Saturday evening, March ties and educa,nion around the
17.
world.

(Contd)

Depl,ores
Disho n,esty
1

0

OverseasLaunched

1

Please Pardon Our Blooper
in Biology. The Anchor sincerely
regrets this error.
In the 27 issue of the Anchor,
it was incorrectly stated that Dr.
Crane Brinton is the president of
American Historical Association.
At present, Dr. Brinton is President-elect. The Anchor sincerely
regrets this error.
In the February 15 issue of the
Anchor, the credit for the pictures
of Winter Weekend was omitted.
All pictures were taken by Michael
Iacona. The Anchor sincerely regrets this omission.
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Michael Doy'le <is executive director of S•tudents for Democra'bic
Action, a comparatively new club
on 1:he_URJ campus."
"The pu!1pose of this organization," says !Mike, "is to create a
student awareness of problems of
student interest."
SDE has many plans and aims.
F'irst, 'filley plan to publish a student journal! which will include
opinions from URI and across the
country.
Another goal for SDA is to obtain acadmeic freedom, to overcome universities'
philosophy of

r

people formed the nucleus and decided to draw up a constitution.
One of the most effective things
they have done is to fight discrimination in the South Kingston
area in the barbershop incident.
White and negro students
requested service. ff the negroes
were refused,
the 'barbershops
were publicized as supporting segregation.

Also a participant in 1:he Northern R. I. 'Movement against discrimination, Michael Doyle lead a
student group from Rhode Island
to Morehouse College, a Negro
school in Georgia. The pu<rpose of
in loco parentis.
SDA started last year when a tlb.is trip during the semester
group of students uni,j;ed against 'break was for those students who
the ROl!1C program at UR:I. These had never been sout'h before to

s·ee the conditions for themselves
and to experience
living at a
Negro college with Negro students.
Michael reported that the Rhode
Island group, a mixed one, was
received very well.
When asked whether they encountered any trouble, going into
the city as an integrated group,
Michael said "No, Atlanta is a liberal city in the south." As to
'Mike's impressi<on of tlhe trip_, he
said, "It reaffirmed my conviction
that civil rights is a necessity to
,break down radal barriers."
SDA is currently concerned wi1Jh
civil rights, one of Rhode Island's
foremost 'problems, and i,s pushing rthe organization of a Rhode
Island Northern Student Movement
on alJ.lRII college campuses.

Jrom.A (jiggle:Jo .A (}u//aw
•From a dassroom in Craig-Lee a
unified burst of laughter is heard
through the corridor; in the read~ng room of t~e library a _giggle
1s muffled 'behmd a book; m the
cafeteria a group of students simulta~eously 'laugh over something
said.
Humor is an important part of
every college, and RliC is no excepti'on. Laughter is present at all
times in every part of the campus.
It's the form that varies.
In the student center, tlre mos,t
common furm of humor is the joke
or anecdote. ''![)id you hear this

DR. HENRYMARGENAU

M.argenau
InitiatesLectureSeries
"Electric!"
"IJ)ynamic!"
These
adjectives were used 'by students
and faculty memlbers in describing
the fin;t Robert Marshall Brown
lecturer,
Dr. Henry IMargenau,
Eugene Higgins '.P,rofessor of Physics and Natural Philosophy alt Yale
University, who spoke Thursday
evening, March 8, ·on "A Sci•enitist's
Vriew of Changing <Conce)Jts,of Man
in a Scientific \Society."
Dr. Margenau introduced him-

Dorm

self as a "mere scientist with philosophkal inc<linations." Yet, this
"mere scientist" is one of the leading authorities on the philosophical foundations of phy,sics and has
made imporbant contributions
in
spectroscopy and nuclear physics.
He ris presently a member of the
Yale faculty, and has served as
visiting lecturer and special lecturer at ten dirJ':rerent colleges and
univers~ties. He is author of two
!books and co-author
of 1:hree
others, and lhas published over one
hundred and ri'l!fy scientific and
:P]lilosop'hi<calarticles.
During Wor'ld War liI, he did
important
work
in microwave
theory, parti'Cu1arly duplexiing systems, the devices that made possible the use of a common antenna
in a radar set for both transmitDear Editor:
ting and <receiving operations.
I am writing to the Anchor-conA native oif Germany, Dr. Mar- cerning the state of affairs that
genau studied at Teacher's Ool- now exists on this campus. On a
lege in Hartford, Germany. He campus such as ours, where intelreceived his B.A. degree from Mid- lectual ·and ethical honesty are emland <College in Nelbraska, his M.S. phasized more than any other
from the University ·of Nebraska quality of a prospective teacher,
and his PhD. from Yale Univer- there exist a number oif so called
future ''teachers" actively engaged
sity.
in 'book stealing. These individuals,
Dr. Margenau began his l:ecture 'because of their very presence at
with a discussion •of the definition this college, are claiming to be
of science, which he said is unde- honest, self-sacrificing,
and selffina'ble because of 1ihe "spectrum respecting
students.
However, I
of attitudes
that are av,aila:ble." wou'l:d say that they are morally
He proce·eded to show that devel- ,and intellectua'lly
dishonest, exoipmen'lls rin science have phlfo- tremely selfish and the 'best examsoiphical antecedents, that we cati- ples of base human beings.
not appreciate the philosophy of
These thiefs are sitealing, on a
Kant, for ·example, without con- very large scale, booil:s that most
sidering :tlhe scientific discoveries students have worked hard to pay
of Galelio and Newton. "Even wars for. I might also point out here
were fought over t!he consequences that many of the students whose
of science," he said.
books have been stolen can't afScience now, h·e continued, is no ford to re-purchase any of the
longer concerned with ultimate 'books.
It is apparent that the students
truth, "itt can now rev'iew, remedy, and heal its own fau1ts." Mod- of R.[.1C. s'hould no longer be s·o
in placing their hooks
ern science has broken with com- trustful
mon sense, and has abandoned ,about ifue student center. For the
mechanical models, and he fe'lt criminal elements of R:I.C. are still
that because of this no one who at large and until they are caught,
"accepts one - answer as ultimate nothing, anywhere at anytime, is
is in tune Wiith the modern science safe.
Ro'bert Miller, '64
and philosophy."
The future, he contends, will
offer science the opportunity to and the
National
·CouncH of
s'how that it <is!humanitarian, that Geography Teadher,s.
when properly understood in phiDr. IMargenau's lecture was the
losoplhica11 terms i,t can act as a first of 1Jhe series which wi'll inunifying force in the world.
The editor apologizes for the
clude three oflter authorities who
The lecture series is named will speak on various aspects of headline switch on Page 1 of Febafter Dr. Ro'bert Marshall Brown, "The ,Ohanging 1Concepts of Man ruary 27 issue of the Anchor.
In the February 27 issue of the
Prnfossor Emeritus of Geography in a Scientific Society": "A Psyat Rhode !Island College. He was cho1ogist's View," Dr. Rd ch a rd Anchor, it was incorrectly stated
that
Jones,
the fall movie series was sponAssociate Professor of Psya member of the ,college faculty
frCJllll 1913 to 1940 and served as dhdlogy, Branders University - sored by the R.I:C. Alumni Associaacting President in 193.9. He was Mlarch 13; "A Theolo~an's View," tion. The Anchor sincerely regrets
awarded an honorary doctorate ~Y The Rev. Roger L. Shinn, Professor this error.
In the February 6 issue of the
the College 1in 1943. He has 'Ynt- otf Christian filthies, Union Theten widely in his field, arrd 1s. a eilogical Seminary---'March 21; and .Anchor, it was incorrectly stated
Fellow of the American Assoc1~- "A View from Lriterature," Dr. that the Biology department will
tion for the Advancement of Sc~- Fsrael J. Kapstein, Professof of offer only a minor in the 1962 curence and a member of the Assoc1- E'ng-llish, Brown Uni versity---!March riculum. In addition, the Biology
department will also offer a major
atio~ of American
Geographers 26.

CommunityCalendar

Letters

C:hatter

"Where is the recreation room?"
This is one of the questions that
the residents of the dorm are asking. ActuaNy the room is there,
but it needs insulation and some
paint. As it is now it is a waste
of space.
There are several reasons the
girls feel they need a recreation
room. They need a meeting place
for the dorm council, judicial
board, and social committee. They
should have a room with an informal
setting
and relaxed
atmosphere. Looking into the future,
this room could hold a television,
reference bookshelves, and permanent personal records.
One solution that the girls have
suggested is that a group of the
residents could paint murals on
the walls. The residents hope their
dream of a recreation room will
soon become a reality.
The revised
dorm handbooks
were given out to the residents
Feb. 27 after a special dorm meeting. A few of the more important
changes were:
1) no food can be kept between
the windows and screens, a good
refrigerator in cold weather;
2) study hours and consideration
hours were clarified for all the residents; and,
3) radios, phonographs, and musical instruments
may be played
quietly in individual rooms between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m.
Applications
for Resident Assistant jobs are available in Dean
Anderson's
office (Roberts 130).
The positions are open to girls who
wiJll be juniors or seniors next
year. For further information, consult Dean Anderson.
As firemen invaded the dorm
early on March 1, Mrs. Greene
kept repeating to deaf ears, "But
there's no fire!" Throughout the
dorm girls kept saying,
"There
are men in the courtyard! !" "No?"
"Oh, yes!!"
After checking the Hall, the firemen were convinced that 'Mrs.
Greene was right. All the fireboxes
were intact, and the firemen left.

one?" or "Wiait 'till you 'here what
happened to me! are frequent
stimuli for a humorous discussion.
Humor of the more intellec~ual
variety is promoted during class
for motivational purposes. A professor, lecturing on a 11ather dull
subject, will unexpected1y slip a
few subtly sarcastic or humorous
remarks into the discussi'on. Usually students will retort with simi[ar
statements,
and the period will
proceed with more liveliness and
interest. (you will note that proper
psychological attitude is of :(iaramount importance in learning.)
The manner in which rt!he RFC
student laughs is an indi'cation of
his present frame of mind.
A relatively ca'lm student ,vill
New Hours at th<e Kingston Free smi'le and laugh quietly at humorous occurences. This type, needLibrary:
Monday <furough Thursday: l :30 less to say, i:s not very evident on
campus.
p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The variety of ]laughter in the
Wednesday and Saturdays: 7:00 classroom ranges fro-m nervous gigto S:30 p.m.
gles to 'boistrious laughter dependThe date of the Art Series lee- ing on whether the students are
ture at U.RJI. has been changed laughing with or at the professor.
from March 15 to J.\farrch 22.
The most common forms of
A grand opera film series---wi'lmttghleF---011 the oampns-=n.-ba..fW--.
be shown at U.R.I. in Edward's surved in the student center. l'eoHaU on the Kingston campus, ple under pressure ca ~recogsponsored by fue !Memorial Union. nize for their rather vociferous
All films begin at 7:30 p.m. and laughter,
usually <issuing as a
are in color.
scream from the women students.
On !March 27, the opera will be
A long-ranged high,pitched laugh
"~igaro, The Barber •of Seville," nearing
hysteria
is prevalent
with Tito Gobbi, Giulio Neri, and among females after exams.
Giu~ietta IS~onato.
,"Tosca," o~
In whatever form or upon whatApril 24, will lha~e _franoo C-O~lli ever subject, the students of RrrC
and Franca Duval m the leading do 'aJPpreciate humor, ,accepting it
roles.
.
.
as a S'oothing agent which seems
On !May 115the serres wrlJ.lclose to dliminish lurking problems.
with ''Eugene Onegin," in which
I
soloists, chorus and orchestra of
the Russian Bolshli-o Theater will
perform.
A new magazine concerning the
Jason Robards, Jr., will have the
leading rore tin "A Thoti.sand latest openings albroad, scholarClowns," a new comedy 1by Herb slhips opportunities, summer study
Gardner which •opens Thursday programs and many •other study
evening, 'March 15, at the Wilbur and travel opportunities available
Theater, Boston. The play, whlch to the co'llege student, will appear
is being itaken to Broadway by this moni:h. This new magazine is
Fred Ooe and Arthur 'Cantor, will called "Overseas."
be at the Wilbur for two and a half
'Ilhis new subscription - only
weeks.
from September to May, wi'll carry
Devotees of rube modem dance advertising, pictures, stories, and
and music may care to know that articles written by figures both naMerce Cunningham and hls Dance tional and international.
The arCompany, wi<t!h John Cage and ticles will cover government, busiDavid Tudor at the pianos, will ness, education, the arts, and new
perform at John Hancock Hall in developments in exchange activiBoston on Saturday evening, March ties and educa,nion around the
17.
world.

(Contd)

Depl,ores
Disho n,esty
1

0

OverseasLaunched

1

Please Pardon Our Blooper
in Biology. The Anchor sincerely
regrets this error.
In the 27 issue of the Anchor,
it was incorrectly stated that Dr.
Crane Brinton is the president of
American Historical Association.
At present, Dr. Brinton is President-elect. The Anchor sincerely
regrets this error.
In the February 15 issue of the
Anchor, the credit for the pictures
of Winter Weekend was omitted.
All pictures were taken by Michael
Iacona. The Anchor sincerely regrets this omission.
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StudenTea
t chinHas
g
"Well I remember when-"And
so starts
another
conversation
about student teaching experiences.
The entire senior class is now back
on campus after being separated
for an entire year-fulfilling
their
student 'teaching requirements.
Everyone has stories to tel!l about
"the little boy who ... " and "the
time that I . . ." 'Several students
expressed the belief that there
were so many humorous incidents
that occurred while they were students teaching that they had
trouble remembering them. In a
teaching situation, humor becomes
routine. One senior girl quipped,
"The funniest thing about student
teaching was that I got out of it!"
Jan Oarbone, editoT of the Janus,
tells about the fourteen-year-old
boy who called her by her first
name-but
only when they were
in private.
'Millie Mae Wicklund relates the
tale of the young boy who was
asked to use the word "chilly" in
a sentence during a spelling lesson.
His sentence? "The boy went to
the store and got some chili."
Another of Millie 'Mae's students
got lhis finger cauight in a hole in
the desk while the critic teacher
was out of the room. To make matters worse, the boy's finger was
swollen. Millie admits that she had
visions of calling in the Fire De-

partment to extricate the lad from
his confining quarters.
Rose Santoro's favorite story is
about the sixteen-year-old who offered to take her to the "submarine races." When Rose told him
that she had no idea of what he
was talking about, he proceeded
to explain that the term meant the
standard procedure when students
"park."
Diana Paine's most embarrassing
experience was a qittle out of the
ordinary. A talent show was put
on in the particular school in which
she was teaching at the end of the
school year. One of the songs the
children were to sing concerned a
dog that went "Woof-Woof." One
young lad lustily sang out that the
dog went "Bow-Wow" and proceeded to illustrate this point by
dropping down on all fours, and
crawling between the legs of his
fellow classmates.
Ann Schattle tells about the
thirteen-year-o'ld in her class who
thought he was a real lady's man.
He stood behind the door one day
and when she came in, leaned over
and said to her, "Good Morning,
Toots!" She quickly put him in his
place. Two weeks later he came
jubilantly walking into the classroom and informed her that he
was celebrating
his fourteenth
birthday. He kept calling her for
two weeks, requesting a date.
A number of school children
underestimate the age of student
teachers. One young child went
home and told his mother that Pat
Piver was sixteen years old. Diane
McBride's students thought she was
was only fifteen.
The man to man talk John
Chirico had with a young man who
was causing trouble took a surprising twist. John tried the "buddy"
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Side
approach and explained that he
could be nice if people treated him
the right way but he could also
be very strict if they didn't. '"I
know what you mean; so can I!"
retorted the young boy.
Claire Paolino tells about the
time she was illustrating incorrect
principle parts of verbs. She wrote
"bring, brang, brung" on the board
as incorrect. She then proceeded
to show correct conjugation, but
left the incorrect form on the
board. Needless to say'the students
quickly picked her up on her
"error."
Mary Crimins tells about the
time she fell into the blackboard.
She was bending over to write at
the bottom of the board when she
stepped on the hem of her fullskirted dress which was dragging
on the floor. Mary went flying
into the backboard!

1

Dramitic
(Cont.)
(I a.:;ltidmo.tJ panunuo3)

Eve. Miss Ettla feels tlrat it beautifully expresses every human
charaoter trait and actually induces audience identification.
"It is not only ironic but zany,
for it ds played all over >the auditorium-on
stage, ,in the audience,
in tlle orchestra pit. Every tlleatri'cal device ever used, Thornton
Wilder incorporated ·into <tfuepresentatron of this play.
' 1Never, "Mi<ss Ettla
continues,"
does Wilder attempt to create the
illusion that tlhis ds not a theater,
that >this is actually reality."
During the presentation,
the
scenery will move in fragments,
and a group modeled after the
old Greek chorus will appear.
Miss Ettla added, ''I personally
believe t'hat it is one of the most
bri:llfantly-written modern plays.
In many respects it is better than
"Our Town" which was also a
Pulitzer 'Prize winner."
',rt is hilarious and poignant and
en'ti.re1y human."
'The cast includes Tom Pezzullo,
Cyn1Jhia Ferdman, IMHt Martel,
Mary McCullough, Sheila Quinn,
1Mi c h •ae 1 a Delaney,
'Stephen
Solomon, Denise Garneau, Michael
Iacona, Edward Rondeau, Barry
Schwab, Michael 'Ranalli, Jdhn DiTomosso, Frank Mullins, IBarbara
Granieri, Carole King, !Maryann DiNunzio, Roy Loiselle, James Kinder, Carolyn !Martino, Pherosa Madon, Michele Ann Talbot, and Alberta Turcone.
It will be presented on April 13
and 14.
1

"Stand by!" is shouted, a cameraman gives the cue, and the
show ·begins. A title card is shown
informing students of the subject
matter, and another portion of
educational T.V. has begun at
Rhode Island College.
A great deal of work has gone
on before this occurs. The visual
and audio factors have been carefully checked. Much equipment
has been rearranged more advantageously.
All in all, student teaching can
be challenging and interestingly
highfighted with these humorous
incidents. At the time they occur,
they are quite embarrassing. However, now that the student teaching is over, the seniors are laughing over their mistakes and joking
among themselves about them. It's
all over until they teach as professionals:

The basement of Craig-Lee Hall
is the location of the miniature
studio. Dark green curtains hang
from all of its walls with half the
room brilliantly lighted. Here the
two cameras are focused on the
podium. Opposite this is situated
a television and a clock for the
lecturer.
The cameras flash a miniature
picture in the back for the cameramen, who are all R.I.C. students.
Monitors are in an adjoining room
where the technical part of the
operation takes place. Between
the two rooms there are six pictures, two each on the cameras,
monitors, and televisions.
Time plays a conspicuous part
in the telecast; and, unlike the
classrooms, every second counts.
The lecture is ended with as many
signals, cues, and shifting of equipment as those that began the program.

Woulyou
d volunteer
toman
thefirstspace
station
if odds
onsurvival
were50-50?

HighSchooTourn
l
ament
The Mount Pleasant high school
basketball squad edged the North
Providence Cougars 61-53, in the
final playoffs of the rue Alumni
sponsored tournament. The Highlanders victory on March 9 gave
them the winning trophy in the
first tournament of its kind to be
played on the campus.
Coach Andy Marcoccio of the
Highlanders accepted the championship trophy from director
Cap Asermely and Coach Tom
She•ehan ()If RIC awarded the
best player' trophy to John Mc~~ot-tc9f
iJle_'."Hi~l'S.-~-~~;19 seniors played in the tournament and the main reason for
holdi~g the lay-offs is to develop
teams for the basketball season
next year. The teams played only
seven minute periods rather than
the usua11 eight minute quarters
used in Interscholastic League contests.

RI-CB,oastsOwn TV Studio

GrantWood(Cont.)
"All this has been outside reading_ I think they s~ould assign 1:h,e
books as text readmg. Edgar R1ce
Borroughs would be wonderful for
school, and Arthur Conan Doyle
has great appeal.
Technically
1Jhese books are very competent.
They are fast moving and that's
what counts. In the average publie schools they are foTgetting how
to read, and I tlhink this would
help them."
Among other author's Mr. Grant
suggested were H. Bedford Jones,
John Bucchanan, William Sterns
Davis, Rafael Sabatini, and Talbot
'Mundy. These writers provide
action plus good historical material
and fine writing.
According to Mr. Grant, the field
of science fantasy i'S still very
much alive and deserves a place in
the literature of file world. As
long as man can dream of different worlds, and put his "exploirations" on paper, there will be science fantasy. As long as there is
one old house on a de'serted lane,
there will 'be ghost stories As long
a,s men exti.st, there will.a.be fil'cvion
and fantasy.

How
many
children
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youliketohave
when
you'rmarri
e
ed?
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t
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□

·Reading
(Cont.)
Sophomores read very little related ,to their •su'bj·ects.
The most popular 'type of novel
of fille coHege is the best-seller,
followed closely ·by historlical
novels. As the best-sellers are the
favorites of the majority of reading Ame:r,ioa, the R.I.C. college
student is no exception and enjoys reading what others prefer.
Historical novels would seem to
offer the •student an opportunity
to escape from the present into
the past. The troubles of today
are forgoltten, and the problems of
yesterday are pondered upon.
The genera'l coll'census of 1fuestudents at the college is if more
time were available, they would
often read for pleasure.

HERE'S HOW 1029
STUDENTS AT 100
COLLEGESVOTED!
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